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ABSTRACT.

This paper documents the public release PR08 of the International Tokamak Physics Activity (ITPA)

profile database, which should be of particular interest to the magnetic confinement fusion

community. Data from a wide variety of interesting discharges from many of the world’s leading

tokamak experiments are now made available in PR08, which also includes predictive simulations

of an initial set of operating scenarios for ITER. In this paper we describe the discharges that have

been included and the tools that are available to the reader who is interested in accessing and

working with the data. Most discharge descriptions refer to more detailed previous publications. In

addition, we review physics analyses that have already made use of the profile database discharges.

Public access to PR08 data is unconditional, but this paper should be cited by any publication that

makes use of PR08 data.

1. INTRODUCTION

The transport of heat and particles in magnetically confined tokamak plasmas has a strong influence

on the viability of the tokamak approach to harnessing fusion power and, in the context of the next

step ITER device, this subject has recently been reviewed extensively [1,2]. The International

Tokamak Physics Activity (ITPA) profile database [3] is the continuation of the ITER confinement

profile database [4] that was accumulated in the mid 1990s to test models of anomalous heat and

particle transport in tokamaks more extensively and openly than had ever previously been attempted.

The main aims were to discriminate between the ability of the models to describe present day

devices, and to exploit this knowledge to improve confidence in predictions of the performance of

next step fusion devices such as ITER. Initially, eleven of the world’s leading tokamak experiments

contributed analysed data from approximately two hundred discharges. That data included the

essential physical quantities for testing 1D (radial) transport models from a broad and representative

set of discharges with a range of different heating methods and in various confinement regimes (H-

mode, L-mode etc). The profile database is a unique and valuable resource, providing access to

multi-machine tokamak confinement data in a common format. The first release of the profile

database (PR98) was made available to the public in late 1998 [5]. While no single transport model

emerged as clearly superior over the full range of data [1, 5, 6], the transport model testing exercise

contributed significantly to identifying key issues and parameters, and to spurring improvements in

models, codes, and our general understanding of plasma transport in tokamaks. Most of the physics-

based transport models that were developed during this time predict a sharp rise in anomalous

transport above a critical value of R/LT (where R is the major radius and LT = T/(dT/dr) is the

temperature gradient scale length), with no anomalous transport below this critical value. These so-

called stiff models predict that the stored energy is sensitive to the edge temperature, and that core

confinement improves substantially if the pedestal temperature can be increased. Improving our

understanding of the edge physics, which determines the pedestal temperature, is presently a high

priority area of tokamak research being pursued by the ITPA Pedestal and Edge Physics Topical
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Group. Another important area is the impact of equilibrium and turbulent plasma flows, which are

capable of suppressing turbulence and improving confinement.

In 1999 the profile database moved physically from San Diego (US) to Naka (Japan), under the

management responsibility of the ITPA Confinement Database and Modelling (CDBM) Topical

Group. Concurrently the ITPA Transport Physics Topical Group became active in accumulating

profile data from experimental discharges with internal transport barriers (ITBs). The ITPA profile

database moved to its current home at UKAEA Culham (UK) in April 2001, and since then the

database has both broadened in scope and undergone considerable improvements in the technology

underlying its infrastructure. The ITPA profile database is available online at http://tokamak-profiledb.

ukaea.org.uk, where a website describes the data and how it is stored, and hosts various tools to

facilitate accessing the data from users’ physics codes. The ITB profile database, which was gathered

by the ITPA Transport Physics Topical Group, was transferred to the same server at Culham in

2004. The ITB data format was harmonised with that of the ITPA profile database, allowing both

datasets to be combined in the unified public release PR08.

Approximately one hundred new discharges (including the ITB profile data) have been added to

the ITPA profile database since PR98 [5], and these discharges include: world record fusion power

discharges from DT plasma operation in JET and TFTR; discharges with ITBs from DIII-D, JET

and JT-60 Upgrade (JT-60U); high performance hybrid scenario discharges from DIII-D and JT-

60U; H-mode parameter scans from ASDEX Upgrade (AUG); low aspect ratio plasmas from the

Mega-Ampére Spherical Tokamak (MAST); and electron heated discharges from FTU, T-10 and

Tore Supra (TS). Fuller descriptions of the experimental discharges included in this public release

PR08 of the ITPA profile database are provided in Section 2. Database structure and the tools

available to access the data are outlined in Section 3. The profile database presently provides a

convenient way for physicists to access data from a wide range of different tokamaks, which facilitates

confinement studies across machines, and Section 4 provides a brief overview of such physics

analyses which have used the database. PR08 has also been used by modellers to store their predictive

calculations of ITER plasma scenarios in a standard fashion, which allows key modelling assumptions

to be scrutinised in detail by the broader modelling community, and these simulations are described

in Appendix A.

2. PR08 DISCHARGES

PR08 includes: all PR98 discharges [5]; approximately one hundred experimental discharges that

have been submitted to the ITPA confinement profile database since PR98; and simulations of a

number of possible ITER scenarios. The PR98 discharges were taken in the form of ASCII files

from the original ITER profile database, and were converted to conform to the PR08 variables and

data structures that will be described in Section 3. In this section we provide descriptions of the

new experimental discharges in PR08, which are categorised in Table 1.
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2.1. ASDEX UPGRADE

AUG is a medium size divertor tokamak with a major radius R of 1.65m and minor radius a of

0.50m [7]. The plasmas are D-shaped with typical plasma elongation κ ˜ 1.7, and the shaping

capabilities allow triangularity values in the range 0.15 < δ < 0.4. The six discharges included in

PR08 are deuterium plasmas heated by deuterium Neutral Beam Injection (NBI) and are all H-

modes with Type I ELMs. The average triangularity is low, with δ ˜ 0.15. Transport analysis of

these discharges was used to compare the data with four physics-based transport models, and

temperature profile stiffness was demonstrated [8]. The six discharges contributed to PR08 are

representative of AUG H-mode plasmas from the time period 1998-2000: in discharge No: 10007

(with plasma current Ip = 1MA, safety factor at the 95% poloidal flux surface q95 ≈ 4, and line

averaged electron density ne ≈ 5×1019 m-3) the NBI power PNBI was decreased in steps to provide a

three point scan between 7.5MW and 12.5MW; Discharge No’s:11197, 12059, 12536, 13039 and

13151 ( Ip = 1MA, q95 ≈ 4 with PNBI = 5MW) form a five point density scan, spanning the range

3.9×1019 m-3 ≤ ne ≈ 7.2×1019 m-3. Analyses of the PR08 discharges were carried out using the FPP

[9] and ASTRA [10] codes for equilibrium, the ASTRA pencil code for NBI deposition and ASTRA

for transport. The safety factor, q, profile was derived in ASTRA from current diffusion with a flat

profile of effective charge, Zeff , and without taking into account possible MHD effects. Each set of

data corresponds to one steady-state time interval over which the experimental data has been

averaged.

2.2. DIII-D

DIII-D [11, 12] is a highly flexible tokamak with R = 1.66m, a = 0.66m, and Bt ≤ 2.2T, Ip ≤ 3.0MA

and κ ≤ 2.5. DIII-D has a comprehensive set of diagnostic instruments, 20MW of NBI heating, RF

heating and current drive, a pellet injector for plasma fuelling and upper and lower divertors with

cryo-pumps. Twenty DIII-D discharges are included in PR08 covering most of the wide range of

plasma scenarios that have been studied in DIII-D since PR98: ELMy H-modes, L-mode plasmas

with and without impurity injection, internal transport barriers, quiescent double barriers, advanced

tokamak plasmas including one discharge with off-axis Electron Cyclotron Current Drive (ECCD),

and hybrid plasmas.

Two ELMy H-mode plasmas (Pulse No’s: 99251 and 99411) are included in PR08. Pulse No:

99251 is a counter rotating plasma (using counter-NBI) that has been used to study the dependence

of confinement on plasma rotation and the ρ* parameter [13] (where ρ* is the ratio of ion Larmor

radius ρi to minor radius a). The temperature and density profiles and total plasma current in Pulse

No: 99251 closely matched those in the co-rotating (with co-NBI) ELMy H-mode Pulse No: 82205,

which is included in the PR98 subset of PR08. Ion heat and particle transport were found to be

sensitive to the direction of plasma rotation and exhibited Bohm and gyroBohm scaling in counter-

and co-rotating plasmas respectively, while electron heat transport was insensitive to the sense of

rotation and always exhibited gyro-Bohm scaling [13]. In a cryo-pumped double null divertor
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configuration (DND) using co-NBI, the other high performance ELMy H-mode discharge, Pulse

No: 99411, achieved a confinement enhancement factor over the ITER-89P L-mode scaling law

[14] H89 = 2.8 and normalised pressure parameter βN = 3.5 (where βN = β(%)a(m)Bt(T)/Ip(MA) and

β = 2µ0p/Bt
2 with p the plasma pressure). The high performance phase in this discharge was

terminated by the onset of a 2/1 Neoclassical Tearing Mode (NTM). The plasma parameters achieved

in Pulse No: 99411 provided suitable target parameters for the development of Advanced Tokamak

(AT) discharges with negative central shear maintained through off- axis ECCD, and such scenarios,

with 3MW of absorbed ECCD power, were modelled [15].

Injection of controlled quantities of light impurity gas was used to study the mechanisms for

producing improved global confinement (ie the RI-mode) that has been observed in a number of

tokamaks. Neon impurity injection has been demonstrated to improve confinement significantly in

DIII-D L-mode discharges [16, 17]. PR08 DIII-D Pulse No’s: 98775 and 98777 were similar L-

mode discharges, with and without Ne impurity injection respectively. Impurity seeding improved

confinement in all channels, and gave a factor of two enhancement in energy confinement. The ion

thermal diffusivity reduced to the neoclassical level, and measurements using beam emission

spectrosocopy and far infrared scattering demonstrated a significant reduction in the amplitude of

long wavelength turbulence [16]. Gyrokinetic microstability analysis for plasmas with impurity

injection demonstrated that turbulence suppression was aided both by the enhancement of equilibrium

flow shear ωE×B and by the reduction of mode growth rates [17].

Four DIII-D discharges with internal transport barriers are included in PR08. Pulse No’s: 89943

and 92664 demonstrated ITB formation in plasmas with reversed and strongly reversed magnetic

shear in the core and with L-mode edge conditions [18, 19]. Microstability analysis has demonstrated

that ωE×B exceeded the maximum microinstability growth rate γmax in the broad region of the

expanding core ITB [18]. At low power, and with weak or negative magnetic shear, ITBs were

found in ion temperature and toroidal angular momentum, but at higher power, as in Pulse No:

92664 [19], or with stronger negative magnetic shear, as in Pulse No: 95989 [20] the ITB also

affected electron temperature and particle density. Microstability studies [20, 21] suggested that

Electron Temperature Gradient driven turbulence (ETG) may control the electron temperature gradient

in the region of the ITB, and could explain why higher electron temperature gradients were observed

with stronger negative magnetic shear. In Pulse No: 99696 Electron Cyclotron Heating (ECH) was

used to heat electrons and generate a strong ITB in the electron channel, while the ions remained

relatively cold [22,23]. Microstability analysis suggested that turbulence in this discharge was

suppressed predominantly through α stabilisation (where α is the normalised pressure gradient

parameter α = -(q2βR/p)dp/dr) rather than through flow shear. While ITB plasmas with L-mode

edge conditions have achieved high performance in DIII-D, at high auxiliary power such discharges

terminate in disruptions. Higher plasma performance was obtained by prompting an L-H transition

just prior to the anticipated disruption, to combine the ITB with H-mode edge conditions. These co-

NBI heated discharges proved unsustainable and also terminated in disruptions [18].
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Sustained high performance plasmas combining ITB with H-mode edge conditions were achieved

using counter-NBI injection and divertor cryopumping to generate a long-lived Quiescent Double

transport Barrier (QDB) [24]. The QDB mode was accessed from a Quiescent H-mode (QH-mode)

plasma, and PR08 Pulse No: 103818 [25] presents an example of the latter. In QH-mode plasmas

the Edge Localised Modes (ELMs) that arise in conventional H-mode were replaced by a continuous

Edge Harmonic Oscillation (EHO), which provided sufficient particle transport for plasma density

control. In PR08 Pulse No’s: 106919 and 106956, counter-NBI power was sufficient to supplement

the QH-mode edge barrier with a core ITB and to access the QDB mode. In Pulse No: 106956, a

typical QDB plasma, the plasma performance parameter βN H89 reached a value of 7 (compared

with the typical H-mode value of 4), and this was sustained for greater than 10τE. A crucial feature

of counter-NBI QDB discharges was that ωE×B passed through zero in the region between the

barriers (where ωE×B is large), which prevented the core and edge barriers from coalescing [24, 26].

The Advanced Tokamak programme in DIII-D aims to develop the scientific basis for a steady

state high performance tokamak (with simultaneous high beta, high confinement, and non-inductive

current sustainment with high bootstrap fraction). Considerable progress towards long-pulse AT

scenarios was made in DIII-D in co-NBI heated discharges: e.g. PR08 Pulse No: 98549 [27, 28].

Such plasmas sustained  βNH89 = 9 for 16τE [27], or βNH89 = 10 for 5τE [28]. These ELMy H-mode

discharges were limited by the onset of resistive wall modes, with β slightly above the ideal no-

wall n=1 limit. Local heat diffusivity in these plasmas, with minimum safety factor qmin > 1.5, was

similar to that in conventional sawtoothing H-mode plasmas: ion thermal transport was 2-3 times

the neoclassical level. The bootstrap current fraction fBS reached 50%, while the noninductive current

fraction fNI reached 75% and the remaining inductive current was peaked off- axis. In later

experiments the non-inductively driven current fraction fNI was increased further using off-axis

ECCD [29, 30]. In these discharges H-mode was induced early on, to achieve qmin > 2.5 at the end

of the current ramp, and NBI feedback was used to sustain βN. In PR08 Pulse No’s: 111203 and

111239, 2.5MW of EC power was applied after the beginning of the high βN phase: in the former

the EC injection angle drove current (ECCD), whilst radial injection in the latter discharge gave

heating only (ECH). Comparing these discharges revealed that ECCD modified the current profile

at β ˜ 3% [29], to produce a q-profile with stronger negative central magnetic shear and higher

q0, which improved core confinement in all channels and raised the bootstrap current. The

ECCD discharge was, however, limited by pressure driven modes associated with resistive

interchange modes. With qmin > 2, Pulse No: 111203 achieved and sustained over 2s: fBS ̃  0.55; fNI ̃  0.9;

H89 ˜ 2.5; βN = 2.8; and β = 3% [29, 30]. Delaying the application of high NBI and EC power

resulted in discharges with lower q0 and qmin. In Pulse No: 111221 higher βN was accessed with q0 ̃  2.1

and qmin ̃  1.7 [31, 32], and stationary plasma profiles were maintained for 1s with: fBS ̃  0.6; fNI ̃  0.9;

H89 ˜ 2.4;  βN = 3.1; and β = 3.3%. While no ITB was visible in the kinetic profiles, transport

analysis found higher confinement than in conventional H-mode. The stationary phase of this

discharge was terminated by the onset of a small m = 5, n = 3 NTM.
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DIII-D have developed feedback control systems that are crucial to sustain steady state discharges:

the NBI power is controlled to maintain an approximately constant β, which is essential for operation

near β limits; and divertor pumping regulates plasma density, which is needed for current drive

schemes such as ECCD. Such control systems were used in PR08 Pulse No: 104276, where a

sawtooth-free ELMy H-mode discharge with qmin ̃  1 sustained βNH89 ̃  7 for 6.3s (or about 34τE or

> 3τR) [28,33]. Such hybrid mode plasmas were produced routinely on DIII-D using the following

key ingredients: a broad current profile (with moderate magnetic shear and q0 ̃  1) was generated at

the end of the current ramp using carefully timed NBI core heating during the ramp; βN was then

increased, prior to the onset of sawteeth, to trigger a small m = 3, n = 2 NTM that stabilised

sawteeth; and thenceforth βN was controlled using NBI feedback. Hybrid mode plasmas on DIII-D

have better confinement than in conventional H-mode (H89 ̃  2.3 compared with 2 in H-mode), and

operate at close to steady state for 9τR close to the n = 1 no wall β limit. DIII-D have demonstrated

a broad operating space for the hybrid mode: 0.35 < n/nG < 0.7 (where nG is the Greenwald density

limit), 2.8 < q95 < 4.5. Hybrid Pulse No’s:118334, 118341, 118348 and 118446 are taken from a

density scan at q95 = 4.5 [34], and are included in PR08. Projections of the hybrid mode of operation

to ITER suggested that ITER may be able to access a wider range of high performance scenarios

than were previously envisaged [34].

2.3. FTU

The FTU tokamak [35] is a circular cross-section molybdenum limiter device with R = 0.93m and

a = 0.3m. Two FTU Pulse No’s (12747 and 15020) are included in PR08 and these were analysed

with the EVITA transport code: the details of the calculation can be found in references [36, 37].

The reconstructed q-profiles, obtained from the solution of the current diffusion equation assuming

neoclassical resistivity, were consistent with the MHD behaviour observed in the discharges. In

Pulse No: 12747 (with Ip = 0.8MA and Bt = 7.2T) two pellets were fired into the plasma core. The

energy confinement time, τE, in the post-pellet phase doubled with respect to that measured in

identical gas-fuelled discharges (where  τE ̃  50ms). After the peaking of the density profiles, due to

the pellet fuelling, the ion heat conductivity χi fell to the neoclassical level (χi ̃  0.1m2s-1 at normalised

minor radius r/a ̃  0.3) and a linear relationship between τE and ne was recovered. More recent analyses

[38] indicated that the confinement saturated at τE ̃  110ms in pellet-fuelled discharges, as the electron

heat conductivity approached the ion neoclassical value. In Pulse No: 15020, the ECRH heating

power PECRH was 0.8MW during the current ramp-up phase, and a peak electron temperature of ˜
12keV was obtained [39]; Ni and Mo dominated the impurity content. This discharge had higher

PECRH but was otherwise very similar to Pulse No: 12658, which was included in PR98 [5].

2.4. JET

Forty JET discharges are included in PR08, covering a wide range of confinement regimes: ELMy

H-mode plasmas with broad ranges of parameters [40–54]; hybrid scenarios [53, 55, 56]; and plasmas
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with ITBs [57–68]. The PR08 JET discharges include examples of high performance ITER-relevant

operation: H-mode scenarios at high magnetic fields and high plasma currents close to the Greenwald

density limit nG; DT plasmas with high fusion performance; and ITB discharges with high fractions

of non-inductively driven plasma current and quasi-stationary operation. The main objectives and

results from each of the confinement regimes are summarised below.

2.4.1. H-mode plasmas

Most JET ELMy H-mode discharges in PR08 were dedicated to topics of relevance to ITER,

including: ITER-like plasma shapes; high density; high triangularity; high plasma current; tests of

pellet injection; strong electron heating; and fusion performance in Deuterium-Tritium (DT) plasmas.

The PR08 JET ELMy H-mode plasmas had a range of thermal ion compositions: pure deuterium;

pure tritium; and mixes with similar concentrations of both deuterium and tritium.

The deuterium plasmas include a large group of Pulse No’s: (52009–52025) where a density scan

was performed close to the Greenwald density limit in a high triangularity single null configuration

[40]. This was performed by varying the edge gas puff from zero to 4.4×1022 particles/s. The

pedestal density, ne
ped, varied from approximately 6×1019m-3 to 1.0×1020m-3, reaching the

Greenwald density limit. Analysis of these discharges in [40] showed that the confinement

enhancement factor over the IPB98(y,2) H-mode confinement scaling law [1], H98y2 reduced with

n/nG from 1.16 to 0.9. The plasma stored energy was approximately constant (showing minor

degradation) with density, while the pedestal pressure (pped) clearly degraded with pped ∝  1/ne
ped.

This suggested that the core confinement slightly increased with n/nG over this scan. The Type I

ELM frequency increased with the gas puffing rate and n/nG.

PR08 includes JET discharges with Ar seeding (Pulse No’s: 53030 and 53550) [41, 42], and a

reference discharge without Ar seeding, Pulse No’s: 53028, for comparison with 53030. The objective

of the Ar seeding was to create a radiative edge that would modify the ELM character from Type I

to Type III and therefore reduce the divertor loads. Edge radiation is known to degrade the pressure

pedestal, and so a further important objective was to test the impact of Ar seeding on plasma

confinement. The Ar seeding experiments were performed in conditions similar to those of the

density scan described above. The effect of Ar seeding on plasma performance was studied both at

low triangularity (δlower = 0.24, δupper = 0.18) with the X-point lying just inside the septum# (Pulse

No’s: 53030, 53028) [41, 42], and at high triangularity (δlower = 0.35, δupper = 0.48) with a plasma

shape close to that proposed for ITER (Pulse No: 53550) [42]. With Ar seeding in the septum

configuration, high plasma density (n/nG = 0.85) and high confinement (H98y2 ̃  1) were maintained

after the end of the deuterium gas puff, while without Ar seeding (Pulse No: 53028) the density fell

after the gas puff terminated. The discharges with Ar seeding at high triangularity obtained high

H98y2 factors, comparable to those from similar discharges without Ar seeding [41]. High density

plasmas usually have flat density profiles, but peaked density profiles were obtained both in the

septum configuration discharges with Ar seeding, and in Pulse No: 52979 without Ar seeding (where

#The septum was the barrier between the inboard and outboard regions of the divertor at the time.
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the deuterium gas puff was set just below the level that would degrade the edge transport barrier)

[41, 43].

Other deuterium JET ELMy H-mode discharges in PR08 include: high density plasmas with

strongly peaked density profiles [43, 44]; high density operation with ITER-like shapes [52]; high

field side pellet injection into high density plasma close to the Greenwald limit [41,44]; transitions

between ELM types [52]; medium density NBI–heated plasma with detailed edge measurements;

and off-axis ICRH experiments with Te > Ti dedicated to the study of profile stiffness [45].

Plasma operation with tritium is presently a unique capability of JET (though PR08 also includes

tritium discharges from TFTR). The main objective in JET DT discharges was to maximise fusion

performance in plasmas with a 50:50 DT mix in both standard and hot ion H-mode [46–48]. The

JET contribution to PR08 includes two ELMy H-mode discharges performed at high magnetic

field, plasma current, heating power and density. High fusion power, Pfus > 4MW, and fusion

efficiency Q ˜ 0.18 have been achieved [46]. (Here Q is defined as the ratio of fusion energy to

plasma heating energy over 5s of stationary operation.) DT experiments have also been performed

at lower density in enhanced performance plasmas, such as hot ion ELM-free H-mode. PR08 includes

a hot ion H-mode discharge in DT where more transiently Pfus reached a peak of 16.1, corresponding

Q ˜ 0.62 [47, 48].

Operating with different main ion species in JET has allowed the impact of isotope mass on

confinement to be studied [49, 50]. The scaling of confinement with ρ* was studied in dedicated

experiments on JET. The TRANSP code [69] was used to analyse these discharges, and temperature

and density profile evolution was modelled using the MMM95 transport model [49]. Experimentally

the confinement was found to improve with isotope mass M, but the MMM95 transport model would

predict confinement degradation with M for fixed profile shapes, as its diffusion coefficients scale

like the gyro-Bohm thermal diffusivity χgB ∝  M0.5. The MMM95 model predictions were nevertheless

consistent with the measured density and temperature profiles in hydrogen, deuterium and tritium

plasmas, due to the following factors: edge pedestal temperatures (inputs to the simulations) increased

with M; and profile shapes broadened with increasing M, due in part to broader neutral beam deposition

profiles (arising from the slower speed of injected atoms at higher M).

2.4.2. Hybrid Scenarios

Hybrid discharges are stationary high performance ELMy Hmode plasmas with reduced or fully

suppressed core MHD activity (q0  > ˜ 1) and βN > 2.5. The hybrid regime offers the hope of

improving on the plasma performance achieved in conventional H-mode. The JET hybrid discharges

in PR08 [55] were produced in 2003 and include: three discharges at low toroidal magnetic field

and low plasma current (Bt = 1.7T, Ip = 1.4MA), and one discharge with average magnetic field and

current (Bt = 2.4T, Ip = 2MA) and lower ρ* closer to the conditions of ITER [55]. The fusion

performance parameter H89βN/q2
95 reached 0.42 at q95 ˜ 3.9 in JET hybrid scenarios. Stationary

plasma conditions, with 35% beam driven current, 25% bootstrap current and q0 > 1, were maintained
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for two resistive times in Pulse No: 58323. Transport in JET hybrid scenarios is similar to that in

standard H-mode plasmas, although a systematic comparison of these confinement regimes is

presently under analysis. Transport modelling of these discharges using the GLF23, Weiland and

MMM95 transport models was presented in [53, 54, 56].

2.4.3. Plasmas with Internal Transport Barriers

ITBs are routinely produced in JET by shaping the current profile, leading to flat or reversed safety

factor profiles in the plasma core [57–68]. ITBs have also been observed in plasmas with low

positive magnetic shear, where the magnetic surfaces with low-order rational q values are believed

to play an important role [62,63]. The usual JET technique to obtain ITBs is to apply low power

NBI (or ICRH) preheat together with off-axis Lower Hybrid Current Drive (LHCD), early in the

current ramp phase, so as to create a reversed shear q-profile by delaying the penetration of ohmic

current to the magnetic axis. When this configuration has been created, the full heating power is

applied. Various ITB configurations (including the optimised shear configuration with low magnetic

shear, and strongly reversed magnetic shear configurations) can be produced depending on the

current ramp rate, the preheat power and start time, and the power applied during the main heating

phase. JET ITB discharges in several of these magnetic configurations are included in PR08.

The current density profiles in the optimised shear scenario Pulse No’s: 40542 and 40847 were

obtained by applying a low level of LHCD at the beginning of the current ramp, while simultaneously

expanding the plasma cross-section to a full single-null Xpoint configuration [57,58], to produce

high electron temperatures (up to 10keV). Delayed inward current diffusion and off-axis LHCD

combined to produce strongly reversed q-profiles. Low ICRH preheat power of 1MW was applied

during the current ramp in Pulse No: 40847. High power (18-19MW of NBI and 6MW of ICRH)

was applied close to the end of the current ramp in both discharges. ITBs formed in temperature,

density and momentum during the high power heating phase, first in the plasma core, and then

expanding rapidly outwards to ρ ̃  0.67 (where ρ is the normalised square root toroidal flux). ITBs

formed in plasmas with an L-mode edge, and subsequent transitions to H-mode have added an edge

pedestal to the persisting ITB. Pulse No: 40847 was not stationary, and plasma performance improved

continuously until the first Type I ELM degraded confinement. Pressure peaking in plasmas with

ITBs has often led to internal kink modes and subsequent disruptions (eg Pulse No: 46664 [59]).

Nevertheless, high performance has been sustained in optimised shear scenarios for a few

confinement times by varying the heating power and ELM behaviour (Pulse No: 40542 [57]).

In two of the discharges described above, ITBs in temperature, density and momentum formed

together initially in the region of reversed shear at the location of the safety factor minimum, qmin.

The ITB positions then expanded gradually while the position of qmin remained approximately

constant. Transport modelling with the ASTRA code has demonstrated that the outward expansion

of the ITBs in these discharges correlates well with the position of the maximum equilibrium E×B

flow shear [60, 61]. The MMM95 transport model, which includes the stabilising effects of the
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E×B shear and magnetic shear, was used to model temperature and density profile evolution in

Pulse No’s: 40847 and 40542, and in a number of DIII-D and TFTR reversed shear discharges that

were included in PR98 [60, 61]. This model provided a satisfactory description of the ITB dynamics

in these discharges, and successfully described the ITB formation and expansion towards the edge.

Pulse No: 51976 is an example of the current hole configuration with strongly negative magnetic

shear in the plasma core [63]. Reconstruction of the q-profile in this discharge is described in [64],

where transport and microstability analysis, using Weiland and Rogister [70,71] models and the

TRB code [72], were also presented. The TRB code predicted that negative magnetic shear, close to

that observed in Pulse No: 51976, should stabilise Trapped Electron Modes (TEM) but have little

impact on Ion Temperature Gradient driven modes (ITG). This could explain an electron ITB, but

not the strong ion ITB observed in experiment. Calculations with the flux-tube gyrokinetic code

GS2 predicted turbulence stabilisation under these conditions [65].

Pulse No: 53521 is a good example of a nearly stationary ITB discharge with a high non-inductive

current fraction. Improved confinement was maintained for close to the resistive time τR, which is

much longer than the energy confinement time (τR ̃  37τE) [66]. A high non-inductive current fraction

(nearly 80%) allowed the ITB to be sustained for up to 11s in plasmas with an H-mode edge and

Type III ELMs. ITBs were observed in electron and ion temperature, density and toroidal rotation.

Both E×B shear and reversed magnetic shear played an important role in ITB formation and

sustainment in this discharge. Stability analysis has shown that the E×B shear exceeds the growth

rate of ITG modes in the barrier region, while reversed magnetic shear plays an important role

reducing microinstability growth rates. The importance of the non-monotonic q-profile has also

been illustrated by the rapid recovery of the ITB after a number of spontaneous collapses of the ITB

during the discharge. These collapses affected pressure, toroidal rotation and E×B shear profiles on

a fast time scale, but not the q-profile, which maintained its non-monotonic shape.

Two discharges have addressed the impact of electron heating on ITBs. These discharges had

similar LHCD preheat and current drive, but different heating methods were applied during the

current flat-top. NBI heating in Pulse No: 53532 was partly replaced by hydrogen minority ICRH

heating in Pulse No: 53537. Stronger electron heating in the latter case did not lead to degradation

of ion confinement with the increase of Te/Ti [67], with the possible explanation that the electron

temperature gradient was insufficient to excite TEM turbulence [67].

The formation of electron ITBs during the early current ramp phase in plasmas with Te/Ti > 1

and in the absence of external momentum input, was investigated in Pulse No: 53501 where LH

waves were launched during the current ramp phase for electron heating and non-inductive current

drive [68]. The barrier formed just inside the location of qmin and slowly moved inward. This

inward displacement of the electron ITB followed the inward motion of the reversed shear region.

2.5. JT-60U

JT-60U [73–75] is a large tokamak with R/a ˜ 3.5m, a ≤ 1.1m, Bt ≤ 4.4T, κ ≤  1.8 and δ ≤ 0.6. A
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variety of auxiliary heating methods, such as positive ion based neutral beam injection, P-NBI, (2

units of co-NBI, 2 units of counter-NBI, 7 units of perpendicular NBI), negative ion based neutral

beam injection, N-NBI, lower hybrid, LH, and electron-cyclotron, EC, allow flexible control of

heating, rotation and current drive profiles. All JT-60U discharges included in PR08 were performed

with a Wshaped semi-closed divertor configuration that enhanced the control of heat, fuel particles

and impurities in the divertor region. The ranges of parameters covered in the PR08 discharges

from JT-60U are 3.1m ≤ R ≤ 3.4m, 0.74m ≤ a ≤ 0.87m, 1.7T ≤ Bt ≤ 4.3T, 0.53MA ≤ Ip ≤ 1.8MA, 1.4

≤ κ ≤1.77 and 0.05 ≤ δ ≤ 0.37, while the heating power is in the range 2.7MW ≤ Paux ≤ 25.5MW.

Eight JT-60U discharges are included in PR08: three high βp (where  βp = 2µ0p/Bp
2  and Bp is the

poloidal magnetic field strength at the plasma edge) ELMy H-mode Pulse No’s: 34487, 39713 and

43903; and five reversed magnetic shear Pulse No’s: 29387, 31872, 35634, 35658 and 39056.

A transition (or ‘ITB event’) from a ‘weak’ parabolic-type to a ‘strong’ box-type ITB was observed

in Pulse No: 34487, under ELMy H-mode edge conditions. Three time slices (right before the

transition, just after the transition, and after the ITB has become well developed) demonstrated the

non-local nature of transport at the transition [76,77]. There are two high βp ELMy H-mode

discharges, with P-NBI, N-NBI and EC heating. In the first Pulse No: 39713 [78], the record fusion

triple product under fully non-inductive current drive was achieved, where the non-inductive current

fraction was enhanced by the injection of N-NBI and EC. The values of collisionality and βN were

close to those in ITER. The second Pulse No: 43903 [79] was in the hybrid regime (relevant to

ITER hybrid operation), where high βN ˜ 2.5 was sustained for 15.5s with feedback-control to

maintain constant β.

There are five discharges for the study of box-type ITB formation in reversed magnetic shear

plasmas with different Ip at high Bt (3.6-4.3T) (Pulse No’s: 29387, 31872, 35634, 35658 and

39056). The ITB formation condition and the transport characteristics for heat and particles were

investigated using linear stability analysis with the profiles from 39056 (4 time slices: before and

just after the initial ITB formation, with a strong ITB, and later with a very well-developed strong

ITB) [80]. Linear microinstability growth rates remained positive in the strong ITB region, even

including the stabilising effects of sheared E×B rotation, indicating incomplete stabilisation of

microinstabilities. The ratio of electron convective heat flux to electron conductive heat flux was

calculated from the quasi-linear particle and heat fluxes from the dominant microinstability for

well-developed strong ITB profiles. This ratio was estimated to be close to 2.5 in the ITB region,

and dropped to a slightly negative value outside the ITB. The experimental profile of this ratio

showed similar trends to the calculated profile.

2.6. MAST

MAST is a spherical tokamak of aspect ratio R/a ˜ 1.3, R ˜ 0.85m, Ip ≤ 1.3MA, Bt ≤ 0.58T, and is

typically operated in a DND configuration at an elongation κ ˜ 2. The MAST vacuum vessel is

external to the poloidal field coils, offering good access to the plasma for profile and imaging
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diagnostics. The MAST PR08 plasmas were heated by two tangentially directed NBI systems,

delivering Pinj ≤ 3.3MW with D injection at 53keV energy.

Transport and NBI analyses were performed using TRANSP, with the EFIT equilibrium code

providing the plasma boundary and initial q profile and subsequent evolution of the current profile

being calculated in TRANSP from poloidal field diffusion [81]. Ion temperature (Ti) and toroidal

rotation (vφ) profiles were available from CXRS at the time of a fast NBI cut-off and the profile

data from a time 5ms earlier. Time resolved electron temperature (Te) and density (ne) profiles were

measured with a 200Hz Nd-YAG TS system. The profile evolution of Ti and vφ, required for time-

dependent transport analysis, was obtained by assuming a constant profile of Ti/Te and from the

density profile asymmetry respectively. Zeff profiles were also obtained from a 2D bremsstrahlung

imaging diagnostic.

PR08 includes seven NBI heated discharges with Ip = 800kA, encompassing sawtooth-free L-

mode and H-mode regimes, and co- and counter-NBI heated ITB scenarios. In all discharges one

beam source used D, and the other H to improve CXRS measurements through the greater beam

penetration of H. The sawtooth-free discharges [82] were produced by applying 1.8MW of NBI

during the initial 4.7MA/s current ramp from 0.1s, so that the central safety factor q remained

above 1 until the onset of the first sawtooth. Pulse No: 8500 was run in a Connected Double-Null

Divertor Configuration (C-DNDC) with mid-plane high field side fuelling to induce a transition to an

ELMy H-mode at 0.16s. Conversely, the L-mode discharge, Pulse No: 8505, was produced in an

unbalanced L-DND configuration with gas puff  fuelling from the low field side to suppress the onset

of H-mode. At the time of the NBI cut-off at 0.29s the central electron temperature Te ˜ 1-1.2keV in

both the L-mode and H-mode discharges and the line-average density was similar ne ˜ 4×1019 m-3.

The H-mode discharge had more strongly peaked Te and flatter ne profiles than in the L-mode discharge.

The ion temperature, which peaked around 1.3keV, was higher in L-mode, and had a steep-gradient

region in both confinement modes between 0.4 < r/a < 0.6. In both discharges the toroidal Mach

number is high (Mφ ≤ 0.4). The H-mode plasma had a stored energy Wpl ≤ 95kJ which was  20%

higher than in L-mode, and a higher thermal energy confinement time of 35ms compared to 24ms in

L-mode. Microstability analysis for Pulse No’s: 8500 and 8505 reported in [83] found that ωE×B

generally exceeds the growth rates of microinstabilities with k⊥ ρi < O(1) (including ITG modes),

where k⊥  is the perpendicular wavenumber, and is smaller than the growth rates of modes with k⊥  ρi

>> O(1) (including ETG modes). Including magnetic perturbations was found to be significant at

mid-radius in these equilibria, where locally β ˜ 0.1: at k⊥ ρi < O(1) strongly electromagnetic modes

dominated over ITG modes, and these exhibited tearing and twisting parity in the H-mode and L-

mode plasmas respectively; and including magnetic perturbations had a stabilising influence on ETG

instabilities [83]. Numerical experiments to probe the drive mechanism for the microtearing mode

found that the growth rate is sensitive to the electron temperature gradient, magnetic drifts, and

collisionality [84]. Nonlinear electron scale microturbulence calculations for a typical MAST H-

mode plasma suggested that significant electron heat transport can be carried by ETG turbulence [85].
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By applying 1.8MW of NBI heating from the start of the current ramp to a large radius and low-

density target plasma, it was possible to optimise the formation of ITBs in L-mode plasmas to

produce reversed magnetic shear and high toroidal rotation with Mφ ≤ 1. With counter-NBI heating

the driven ExB flow shear augmented that due to the pressure gradient, producing a broader ExB

shear profile. In Pulse No: 8302, at the time of NBI cut-off (t ˜ 0.195s) the profiles exhibited a

strong ITB in the electron channel with R/LT ˜ 20, and in later discharges with high-resolution

CXRS measurements it was established that the ITB was also present in the ion channel. At the ITB

the electron thermal diffusivity χe approached the ion neoclassical level. With co-NBI heating, ITBs

were also formed in the ion channel and to a lesser extent in the electron channel. Pulse No’s: 8563,

8564, 8575 and 8570 form a series of similar discharges with the NBI cut-off at t = 0.90s, 0.145s,

0.195s and 0.245s to provide profile evolution measurements. In Pulse No: 8575 a strong ion ITB

with R/LT ̃  15 was observed at t = 0.195s and at mid-radius r/a ̃  0.5, where the ion thermal diffusivity
χ

i approached the neoclassical level. A weaker electron ITB also formed at the same location with R/

LT ˜ 15 with a corresponding reduction in electron thermal transport (with χe ˜ 2-3 times the ion

neoclassical level). The ITBs formed in the plasma core and evolved outwards, eventually being

degraded by the onset of MHD activity.

2.7. RTP

The RTP tokamak was a medium-size circular limiter device with R = 0.72m, a = 0.164m, Ip =

150kA, Bt = 2.4T, and pulse duration up to 0.6s. Auxiliary heating was provided by one gyrotron,

delivering 350kW 2nd harmonic X-mode ECRH power, deposited on- or off-axis in a very narrow

region (< 0.1a). RTP was equipped with Te and ne diagnostics with excellent radial and time resolution,

but no Ti diagnostic was available. However, due to the weak electron-ion coupling, RTP discharges

are well suited for studying electron thermal transport.

The dependence of confinement on the normalized ECRH power deposition radius (ρdep) was

studied systematically in RTP by scanning ρdep in steps of  ˜ 1% in a series of otherwise similar

discharges. It was found that the Te profile did not adapt gradually to the changing heating location:

instead, sharp transitions between a finite number of discrete profiles (corresponding to a discrete set

of levels for the central electron temperature) were observed. Those sharp transitions corresponded to

changes in the q profile, where qmin jumped across a low-order rational value, eg 1, 4/3, 3/2, 2, 5/2,

and 3. This indicated that χe was a direct function of q, with transport barriers occurring near low-

order rational values of q and with high values of χe elsewhere [86, 87]. Five medium density discharges

representative of the main Te profile levels, from qmin < 1 to qmin > 3, are included in PR08 (Pulse

No’s: 97052248, 97052263, 97052261, 97053056 and 97052270). With far off-axis ECRH (ρdep =

0.4), a regime with hollow Te and reversed magnetic shear inside  ρdep was obtained. For these cases

the electron power balance inside ρdep yields χe close to, or even below, zero, indicating the existence

of an outward convection term [88, 89]. An example of such a discharge at high density is included in

the database, together with an ohmically heated reference discharge (Pulse No’s: 96040237, 96040238).
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The paleoclassical transport model [90] has been extensively tested against the data from the ECRH

ρdep scan in RTP, as represented by 5 discharges in the database. Excellent  qualitative agreement

with experimental results was reported [91].

2.8. T-10

T-10 is a limiter tokamak with circular cross-section, R = 1.5m, and a ˜ 0.3m. ECRH (PECRH up to

2.6MW) is used for plasma auxiliary heating and current drive.

The T-10 contribution to PR08 consists of three discharges from a plasma density scan spanning

the range 0.25 ≤ n/nG ≤ 1 [92,93]. On-axis 2nd harmonic ECRH provided auxiliary plasma heating.

The absorbed ECRH power was 0.9MW in the scan. The EC waves (140GHz, X-mode) were

launched along the major radius from the low field side. The energy confinement time scaling with

plasma density was observed in T-10 to saturate at high densities for n/nG > 0.6, as observed in the

highest density shot in PR08.

The dataset files were prepared using the ASTRA code [10], using the measured density and

electron temperature profiles and experimental measurements of Zeff and boundary loop voltage

(VSURF). The ion temperature profile was estimated, assuming ion heat transport close to the

neoclassical level (χi = 2.3χ
i
nc with ECRH heating, and χi = χi

nc in the ohmic heating phase), giving

modelled neutron yield and stored energy that agree well with experimental measurements. In the

submitted 0-D data: the absolute βp variable, BEPDIA, was taken from diamagnetic measurements,

the Ohmic power POHM was given by Ip×VSURF, and the radiated power PRAD contains the total

radiation losses measured by a pyroelectric bolometer from both inside the limiter area and in the

limiter shadow area. In the 2D data: the Ohmic power density, QOHM, was calculated using the

experimental electron temperature, Zeff, which was taken as constant across the plasma cross-section,

and neoclassical conductivity, and WTOT was calculated using the experimental electron temperature

and density profiles and the modelled ion temperature profile.

2.9. TFTR

TFTR was a large limiter tokamak with almost circular cross section, R = 2.6m and a = 0.9m. Most

PR08 discharges were heated by neutral beams (up to 40MW) usually with deuterium, but also

with tritium during the DT campaign. Two of the beam injectors were oriented in the co-current

direction and two in the counter direction, allowing a wide range of co and counter NBI heating

fractions to be investigated. 107 TFTR Ohmic, Lmode and supershot discharges were included in

the PR98 release of the profile database, and these were described in [5]. The supershots were

produced by lowering the wall recycling by extensive wall conditioning or by coating the walls

with lithium. They had high energy confinement relative to L-mode. Some PR98 submissions have

been updated for PR08 using more recent TRANSP analyses with an upgraded neoclassical module

[94] and improved equilibrium solvers (such as VMEC [95], ESC [96], and TEQ [97]). Two additional

TFTR discharges are included in PR08. The first (Pulse No: 66787) was a reproducible DD supershot
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that was developed to prepare for alpha heating experiments. The normalised pressure, βN = 1.95

and the Greenwald fraction was 0.5. Transport modelling (using TRANSP) of this supershot and

extrapolations to an analogous DT supershot were presented in [98]. The second discharge(Pulse

No: 80539) included PR08 is the DT pulse that achieved the TFTR and world record tokamak DT

fusion power of 10.3 MW, which has since been surpassed only in JET. The auxiliary heating was

25.0MW of tritium neutral beam injection and 14.6MW of deuterium neutral beam injection. The

normalised pressure βN = 1.85, and the peak value of QDT = 0.26 (where QDT is defined as PDT/Pext

and Pext ≡ PNBI + POhmic). After the high performance phase with a Greenwald fraction 0.5, this discharge

had a minor disruption leading to a carbon bloom and a corresponding increase in the electron density

to a Greenwald fraction of one. Transport modelling of this discharge was described in [48].

2.10. TS

Tore Supra is a circular limiter device with R = 2.4m and a = 0.8m [99]. The Tore Supra discharges

included in PR08 are from a series of L-mode shots heated by Fast Wave Electron Heating [100]

(FWEH). This heating scheme allows pure electron heating, localised in the very core of the plasma

(r/a < 0.2), without toroidal momentum input. These hot electron plasmas are characterised by

weak electron-ion collisional coupling. The PR08 Tore Supra shots consist of sawtooth-free helium

plasmas with a scan of total FWEH power between 1.5MW and 7.5MW with the same electron

density and q profiles, at Ip = 0.65MA and Bt = 2.2T. These discharges were used to demonstrate a

critical inverse temperature gradient length (R/LT)crit for electron heat transport [101–103].

2.11. TXTR

TEXTOR is a medium size tokamak (R = 1.75m) with circular cross-section, which is equipped

with two poloidal limiters and one toroidal limiter. The minor radius of TEXTOR discharges can

vary between a = 0.46m and about 0.4m, depending on the positioning of the poloidal and/or

toroidal limiters. Auxiliary heating on TEXTOR consists of NBI, ICRH and ECRH. Two neutral

beam injectors are installed, one co-beam and one counter-beam, capable of delivering up to 2MW

at a maximum of 60kV each. The ICRH system consists of two antenna pairs, fed by two separate

generators capable of delivering 2MW each. The ECRH system consists of one 140GHz gyrotron,

delivering up to 0.8MW in 2nd harmonic X-mode. The toroidal magnetic field is Bt ≤ 2.6T and the

plasma current Ip ≤ 520kA. The maximum pulse duration was originally ˜ 2s, but in 1994 the

tokamak was upgraded to allow for pulses up to 10s: since then the machine has officially been

called TEXTOR-94. In the original TEXTOR an improved confinement was observed, called I-

mode, characterized by low recycling and the absence of MHD activity [104]. One I-mode discharge,

Pulse No: 44566, is included in PR08.

After the upgrade of TEXTOR the Radiative Improved (RI) mode was developed. The RI-mode

was created with a strongly radiating edge, sustained by controlled Ne or Ar puffing. Its confinement

recovered the favourable neo-Alcator density scaling [105, 106]. Consequently, the RI-mode allows
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one to operate high-confinement discharges at a density close to the Greenwald limit. A pair of

discharges, one in RI-mode (Pulse No: 68803) and one in L-mode (Pulse No: 68812), have been

included in PR08. Microstability of the two TEXTOR Pulse No’s: 68803 and 68812 was analysed

with the electrostatic linear gyro-kinetic code KineZero [107], which showed that impurity seeding

was globally stabilising and responsible for triggering the profile peaking. The consequent increase

of flow shear was found to maintain the improved confinement.

3. DATABASE DESCRIPTION, ACCESS AND ASSOCIATED TOOLS

PR08 has evolved naturally from the PR98 release of the international multi-tokamak confinement

profile database that has been described previously [5]. In addition to the new PR08 discharges (see

Section 2), considerable improvements have been made in several important aspects of the database

infrastructure: (i) the structure and nature of the data itself; (ii) technology as to how the data is

stored and made accessible; and (iii) tools for more conveniently working with the data. In this

section we describe the major new developments.

3.1. NATURE AND STRUCTURE OF THE DATA

Data structure and content in PR08 are determined by the principal goal of the database being to

study the radial transport of heat and particles in tokamak plasmas. The data structure remains fully

consistent with that described in detail in [5], to which we refer the reader for detailed descriptions

of the original variables and data structure. Here we focus on recent modifications, which have

generally been minor but nevertheless significant. As a guiding principle, we have aimed to maximise

backward compatibility to reduce work for existing profile database users. As described in [5], the

profile database stores four types of data for each discharge: comments data describing the discharge,

generally in the form of text; 0D data consisting of the values of a number of global quantities at a

small number of key time points in the discharge; 1D time trace data giving a more complete time

evolution for such quantities; and 2D data allowing for the storage of radial profiles as functions of

time. All 2D profiles are stored as functions of the radial flux surface label ρ (where ρ is the

normalised square root toroidal flux).

In the transition from PR98 to PR08 changes were made to the 0D, 1D and 2D variable definitions,

leaving the comments variable definitions unaltered. The most substantial changes have been to the

0D variable definitions, and the original list of 78 0D variables has been extended to 144. Most of

the additional 0D variables were defined by the ITPA Transport Physics Topical Group to characterise

discharges with ITBs. The new data format sets the standard for all ITPA profile databases. Other

changes include:

• A larger number of fast and thermal ion species can be accommodated in PR08, and these

are now unambiguously identified. Thermal ion densities are stored in the 2D variables

NMx (1 < x < 9) and their corresponding atomic and mass numbers are stored in 0D

variables NMxZ and NMxA. Similarly fast ion densities are stored in the 2D variables
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NFASTx (1 < x < 9) and their corresponding atomic and mass numbers are stored in 0D

variables NFASTxZ and NFASTxA. One consequence is that impurity densities are now

stored in thermal ion density variables NMx, rendering the PR98 variable NIMP redundant.

A small number of PR98 variables are redundant in PR08 (e.g. NIMP and MEFF) and

have therefore been removed.

• Improvements have been made to some PR98 variable definitions (in 0D, 1D, and 2D

variables) to resolve ambiguities (e.g. in PR08 the signs of toroidal quantities such as IP,

CURTOT, BT now unambiguously define direction).

All PR08 variables are defined in the PR08 manual [108], and we choose not to reproduce this

important but voluminous information here.

3.2. TECHNOLOGY FOR DATA STORAGE AND ACCESS

PR98 data were held in fixed format ASCII files that were accessible to the public in read-only

access via anonymous FTP. Four ASCII files, adhering to strict formats which are outlined in [5,109],

were stored for each discharge: a comments file, a 0D data file, a 1D file and a 2D file. PR08 retains

data in the form of ASCII files for backwards compatibility. The only change in file formats has

been to the 0D files, and this was essential owing to the large number of additional 0D variables

that were introduced in PR08. The new PR08 0D file format (which is described in [108]) is now

sufficiently flexible to include only the variables that are supplied for a given discharge. This is

convenient as it is rarely appropriate to supply all 144 0D variables for any given discharge.

Data storage in the form of ASCII files has been significantly upgraded by converting the existing

PR08 data to the binary tree structure files of the MDSplus system [110]. Developed jointly by the

Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the Center for Nuclear Research (Padua, Italy) and the Los

Alamos National Lab, MDSplus is the most widely used system for data management in the magnetic

fusion energy programme. MDSplus stores data in a single, self-describing, hierarchical structure,

and its client/server model allows data at remote sites to be read or written without file transfers and

with the detailed format of the data abstracted from the user. A number of MDSplus tools are

available for viewing or modifying data and its underlying structures. The MDSplus tree structure

adopted for PR08 mirrors the ASCII file format of the data, and is illustrated in Figure 1(a). Below

the top node in the MDSplus tree structure of each discharge there are four main branch nodes, each

directly relating to one of the original ASCII files, and the data variables themselves hang directly

from the main branch nodes. The MDSplus tree structure is easily extendable. Once a user becomes

familiar with using MDSplus for access to data, additional structure in the tree is very easily handled.

(A collaboration between the ITPA CDBM and Pedestal Groups has exploited this to define an

additional branch to the PR08 tree structure to describe two dimensional Grad-Shafranov equilibria,

but we do not describe that here, as no two dimensional equilibria are included in PR08.) Access

control to restricted data is possible with MDSplus (and we have used this), but this is not applied
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to PR08 as this is open to public read-only access. A conversion tool has been used to convert PR08

data from the ASCII files into MDSplus trees, and vice versa. This has been used to allow data to be

submitted to the profile database in either format, and to ensure that submitted data is made available

in both formats. In the future we anticipate exploiting MDSplus to extend the content of the profile

database, and for MDSplus to become the predominant access method.

The infrastructure for access to PR08 has improved considerably over that for PR98, and a more

technical description of these improvements has been given in [111]. http and MDSplus servers

have been added to the ftp server, as illustrated in Figure 1(b), and these servers, running on a Linux

system at UKAEA Culham, add considerable functionality. While the server machine is protected

by a firewall, it lies outside the internal UKAEA network so that external write access can be made

available to data-providers. The http server, http://tokamak-profiledb.ukaea.org.uk, allows data to

be browsed online and hosts documentation that is essential for users of the profile database: the

website includes documentation on data structure and access, and hosts a number of powerful tools

that are described in Section 3.3. Public and private working databases are all hosted on the machine,

with appropriate access restrictions for the private databases. A further valuable improvement to

the database infrastructure has been the development of a relational database to allow users to

search for particular types of discharge. This relational database contains all 0D and comments

data, and metadata for 1D and 2D variables. (The metadata consists of flags to indicate which 1D

and 2D variables are filled, and the array sizes for these variables.) Further details of the relational

database have been provided in [111]. A powerful search tool exploits this relational database, and

this will be described below.

Submission of discharges to the profile database has been greatly improved by the development

of a web-based submission system driven by the data-provider. Data-providers from each tokamak

have write access (via ftp or MDSplus) to their own private transit areas of the server, and web-

based access to the submission system that they use to drive the transfer of their discharges from

the transit area to the database itself. The submission system requires that all discharges undergo

some basic (but not exhaustive) consistency checks: e.g. submitted variables must conform to the

variables of PR08, and integrals of radial profile quantities should be consistent with the submitted

global quantities etc. Data-providers receive feedback on the suitability of their discharges for

transfer from the transit area into the database. Serious inconsistencies (such as undefined variables)

prevent transfer into the database, while others are flagged as warnings for the data-provider to

heed at his/her own discretion. This system has proved straightforward to use, and has helped

increase the quality of submitted data by flagging common errors to the data-provider during the

submission process.

3.3. ADDITIONAL TOOLS

Other tools have been developed to facilitate tasks that are commonly required by users who are

working with the database, and these add considerable value. One tool of interest to all users of
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PR08 is the IPRED search tool, which exploits the relational database to help a user find discharges

of particular interest. This search tool, which can search and display 0D and comments data and

assess whether variables are present, is accessible through a web interface on links from http://

tokamak-profiledb.ukaea.org.uk/. An example of using IPRED to find the highest plasma current

discharges in JET is illustrated in Figure 2.

Various software examples, contributed by profile database users, are available on the website

to illustrate how to read profile data via MDSplus into user codes written in Fortran, IDL and

MATLAB. Some transport codes (e.g. CRONOS [112] and JETTO [113]) can read inputs directly

from the profile database to use them in transport simulations. PR08 data are sufficient, in principle,

to assess whether plasma equilibria are susceptible to microinstabilities, and an IDL tool is available

to generate the physics information required by the GS2 microstability code [114,115] for a given

profile database equilibrium. Linear microstability analyses of profile database discharges are also

easily performed using the KineZero code [107, 116, 117].

The ntcdata server and client [118] were developed in the US by the National Transport Code

Collaboration [119]. The ntcdata server reads data in multiple formats, including MDSplus trees

from remote servers, and the ntcdata Java client can be accessed from a web page and provides a

user friendly Graphical User Interface (GUI) for interactively plotting time traces and radial profiles

from 1D and 2D data. A ntcdata server, accessible from the webpage http://tokamak-

profiledb.ukaea.org.uk, has access to the PR08 data through MDSplus, and Figures 3 and 4 illustrate

the types of plots that can be generated using the ntcdata client. Figure 3 shows time traces of the

fusion power from high performance JET and TFTR DT shots, and Figure 4 shows ion and electron

temperature profiles during a well developed ITB in JT-60U.

4. REVIEW OF PHYSICS ANALYSES USING PR08 DATA

Section 2 described the PR08 discharges and the most significant findings from, generally single-

machine, analyses of the data. The profile database facilitates more powerful multi-machine tests

of models over broader ranges of parameters, and here we provide an overview of such modelling

activity that has made use of the profile database, referring the interested reader to the cited literature

for details. The testing of core transport models in L-mode and H-mode discharges was the main

thrust of physics activity using PR98 and has been described in [1, 5, 6]. This topic remains of

considerable importance and interest, but since PR98 the modelling community has diversified to

consider further pertinent and important phenomena, such as ITBs.

Transport model developers have continued to make increasingly detailed comparisons with

experimental data from L-mode and H-mode discharges, including assessing how the quality of

model predictions varies with parameters like ρ* and Te/Ti. The mixed Bohm/gyro-Bohm [120] and

Multi-mode (MMM95) [121] models have been compared with 13 L-mode and 22 H-mode

discharges from JET, DIII-D and TFTR in references [122] and [123] respectively. These discharges

were taken from the profile database, and included systematic scans in ρ*, β, collisionality, isotope
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mass, κ, power, current and density. The predicted profiles from both models were found to match

the data equally well, giving Root Mean Square (RMS) deviations between the modelled and

experimental ion temperature profiles close to 10%. The mixed Bohm/gyro-Bohm model was

generally dominated by Bohm scaling transport over most of the plasma cross section, while the

MMM95 modelled transport had a pure gyro-Bohm scaling. Changes in profile shapes through the

scans allowed both models to remain consistent with the experimentally observed changes in global

confinement. Simulations using the current diffusive ballooning mode (CDBM) [124], Weiland

[125], and GLF23 [126] transport models were compared with experimental data from 54 L-mode

and H-mode discharges from DIII-D, JET, JT-60U and TFTR (taken from the profile database)

[127]. Averaged over all discharges, the GLF23 model predictions had the lowest mean RMS

deviation in the incremental stored energy. H-mode and L-mode discharges were found to be most

accurately simulated using the GLF23 and CDBM models respectively. Enhancements to the CDBM

model to describe elongated plasmas were found to improve the predictions [128]. The Canonical

Profiles Transport Model (CPTM) has been tested by comparing simulation results with experimental

measurements from 45 discharges from eight different tokamaks (DIII-D, JET, JT-60U, MAST, TFTR,

ASDEX-U, T10 and TEXTOR), 32 of which were taken the profile database [129]. The CPTM

predictions of the electron temperature gradient parameter ΩTe
 = -(R/Te)dTe/dr were found to agree

with the measured values to within ˜ 15% over a wide range of ΩTe
 (2 < ΩTe

 < 12).

In most transport models, anomalous transport is triggered when a critical value of R/LT is exceeded,

and modelled fluxes in the core are sensitive to the properties of the edge pedestal. Fully predictive

simulations for new devices clearly require an integrated approach where the core transport and pedestal

properties are included in the model. The MMM95 core transport model was integrated with a pedestal

model, and simulations have been compared with 33 JET and DIII-D H-mode discharges from the

profile database [130]. The average RMS deviations between the predicted and experimental profiles

of temperature and density, normalised to the central values, was close to 10%.

Sawtooth oscillations affect confinement in tokamaks. A sawtooth model, consisting of the triggering

mechanism proposed by Porcelli [131] and Kadomtsev reconnection [132], was compared with data

from 17 TFTR and JET discharges from the profile database [133]. The mechanisms responsible for

triggering the crashes were investigated, and it was found that the modelled sawtooth periods best

matched those observed when the model’s reconnection fraction parameter was set to 37%.

Particle transport was investigated in [134], using a modified version [135] of the BALDUR code

[136] , for 34 profiles from ASDEX Upgrade, 8 H-mode profiles from JET and DIII-D (from the

profile database) and 4 profiles from ASDEX. Statistical analysis of the ASDEX Upgrade data alone

was used to derive a two-term scaling for the normalised particle pinch, rvin/D (where r is the plasma

minor radius, vin is the particle pinch velocity and D is the anomalous particle diffusivity). The

scaling comprised of a ‘principal’ term depending on -(a/Te)(dTe/dr), and a secondary term depending

on loop voltage and collisionality. The scaling derived from ASDEX Upgrade data described the

other devices well, increasing confidence that the model could provide reliable predictions of particle
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confinement in ITER.

Internal transport barriers considerably enhance confinement, and improving our understanding

could assist the achievement of higher performance burning plasmas in next step devices. Studies

of the physics underlying ITBs via international multi-machine comparisons have been reviewed

in [137] and more recently in [2], and have been facilitated using the ITB profile database [138],

which is included in PR08. Gohil et al drew two important findings from analyses of ITB discharges

from global and profile databases gathered from a wide range of machines [138]. Firstly the threshold

input power Pth required to generate an ITB was reduced with negative magnetic shear. Secondly,

in ITBs the growth rates of microinstabilities lay close to the radial shear of equilibrium flow ωE×B,

which suppressed the mechanisms that drive turbulent fluctuations. Gyrokinetic calculations found

reduced growth rates at negative magnetic shear, consistent with the reduced power thresholds

observed at negative magnetic shear. High pressure gradients in ITB plasmas can be expressed in

terms of the normalised pressure gradient parameter α. High α reduces the magnetic drifts, and

gyrokinetic calculations have demonstrated that this can stabilise microturbulence. Comparisons

with data from ITB discharges in the profile database have confirmed that α stabilisation is indeed

important in experimental plasmas with ITBs across machines [117]. Transport models have been

modified over recent years to improve their capability to describe plasmas with ITBs. The GLF23

model, for example, which already includes the important ingredients of α stabilisation and sheared

equilibrium flow, was ‘retuned’ in 2005 to improve its approximations for linear microinstability

growth rates in reversed magnetic shear plasmas and in the H-mode pedestal [139]. With these

improvements, that model improved its capability to describe steady plasmas with ITBs [139].

Improvements to the mixed Bohm/gyro-Bohm model, to include α stabilisation and equilibrium

flow shear, were described in [140]. Predictive modelling of time-dependent ITB plasmas is

considerably more demanding than simulating steady ITBs. A recent use of the profile database has

been to attempt such time-dependent calculations for 2 ITB discharges from each of DIII-D, JET

and JT-60U using the mixed Bohm/gyro-Bohm, GLF23 and Weiland transport models [140]. The

Bohm/gyro-Bohm model simulated from the preheating phase through to the high performance

phase in all 6 discharges with fair accuracy: the α stabilisation term in this model was essential for

the desciption of the DIII-D discharges. The Weiland model failed to reproduce ITBs in these

simulations, although the average temperatures and densities were close to those in the experiment.

The GLF23 model predicted ITBs, but usually at lower minor radius than in experiment and therefore

tended to underestimate the plasma performance.

Achieving steady state operation is an important goal for future burning plasma devices, and

longer pulse scenarios are being sought by exploiting non-inductive current sources and the self-

driven bootstrap current. Advanced tokamak and hybrid scenarios have recently been developed on

a number of machines in order to work towards this goal. The essential difference between AT and

hybrid scenarios is that the core safety factor is close to 1 in the hybrid scenario, and larger in the

AT scenario. The plasma current is reduced in both modes (so reducing confinement), but it has
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been found experimentally that with careful tuning of the plasma current profile the energy

confinement can be optimised. Considerable effort has been invested in trying to understand the

influences on plasma confinement in these regimes. A number of hybrid and AT discharges from a

range of machines are included in PR08 and are accessible to modellers for detailed transport

modelling and microstability analysis. Microstability studies and the GLF23 transport model were

used to demonstrate that equilibrium E×B flow shear and α stabilisation played crucial roles in

improving confinement in AT and hybrid plasmas from DIII-D, JET and ASDEX Upgrade [141]:

α and flow shear stabilisation were more important in AT and hybrid plasmas respectively. The

profile database facilitated transport modelling and microstability calculations for a single time

slice from 7 hybrid discharges from ASDEX Upgrade, DIII-D, JET and JT-60U [56]. The simulations

presented using the Weiland and GLF23 transport models showed strong and unpredictable inter-

shot variations in the quality of their agreement with the experimental data. One puzzle posed in

[56] was that some discharges were found to be stable to all microinstabilities in the region ρ < 0.6,

whereas the experimentally observed transport (and that predicted by the Weiland and GLF23

models) was anomalous in this region. Moreover the inter-shot variation of the confinement

enhancement factors, over the H-mode confinement scaling law τIPB98,y2 [1], did not correlate with

changes in either the GLF23 or the Weiland model descriptions of the core transport processes.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The PR08 public release of the international multi-tokamak confinement profile database is a

significant extension of the 1998 public release of the ITER profile database, PR98 [5]. PR08

supplements PR98 with approximately one hundred new experimental discharges including: world

record fusion power discharges from DT plasma operation in JET and TFTR; discharges with

internal transport barriers, from JET, JT-60U and DIII-D; high performance hybrid scenario

discharges from DIII-D and JT-60U; H-mode parameter scans from AUG; low aspect ratio plasmas

from the spherical tokamak MAST; and electron heated discharges from FTU, T-10 and Tore Supra.

Simulations of a set of possible ITER scenarios (described in Appendix A) are also included in

PR08. These data, which are of considerable interest to the wider magnetic confinement fusion

community, are now openly available read-only through ftp, http and MDSplus. A variety of powerful

tools are also available to facilitate many of the most common tasks undertaken by users working

with the data. All tools, data structures and access methods are well documented on an extensive

website: http://tokamak-profiledb.ukaea.org.uk. While public access to PR08 data is unconditional,

this paper should be cited in any publication that makes use of PR08 data.
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APPENDIX A. TRANSPORT SIMULATIONS OF POSSIBLE ITER SCENARIOS

The main reference scenarios that are envisaged for ITER have been defined in [142–144]: the

fully inductive reference scenario has plasma current Ip = 15MA, Q ≥ 10, current flat-top duration

∆t = 300-500s and neutron flux to the wall FN ≥ 0.5MWm-2; the hybrid reference scenario has

partial non-inductive current drive with Q > 5 and current flattop duration ∆t > 1000s; and the

steady state reference scenario has fully non-inductive current drive with Q > 5 and current flat-top

duration ∆t > 3000s. PR08 includes simulations of ITER inductive and hybrid scenarios, and these

are tabulated in Table A1.

APPENDIX A.1.

PTRANSP SIMULATIONS OF ELMY H-MODE AND HYBRID SCENARIOS

The first six discharges in Table A1 are from time-dependent integrated modelling simulations

using the PTRANSP code [145]. In the first simulated discharge (Pulse No: 10010100) the electron

density, and ion and electron temperature profiles were taken from [146] in an interpretive transport

analysis to determine self-consistent transport coefficients. The other five simulated discharge were

modelled in two steps. In the first step the Tokamak Simulation Code, TSC [147, 148], was used to

model self-consistent plasma equilibrium and tranport evolution (with prescribed evolution of the

density profile) from an early limiter phase through to the current flat-top. The GLF23 transport

model [126] was used in TSC, with the default settings from the NTCC Module Library [149] and

including turbulence stabilisation terms from   and equilibrium flow shear. In a second step the TSC

profiles were fed into PTRANSP for more detailed analysis of heating, current drive, sources of

torque and fuelling§. PTRANSP used the shaped plasma boundary evolution from TSC, and

calculated all other plasma parameters self-consistently. Equilibria (with no assumption of up/down

symmetry) were calculated in PTRANSP using ESC [96] and VMEC [95]. Predictions of plasma

performance were sensitive to the boundary temperatures prescribed near the top of the edge pedestal,

and which have been taken, consistent with pedestal scalings [150], as 5.6keV for the H-mode

plasmas. Auxiliary heating power in reference high performance ITER plasmas was assumed to

comprise: between 16.5MW and 33MW of D-NNBI (using one or two beam lines of negative ion

neutral beam injection, with D injection energy of 1MeV) and up to 20MW of ICRH, with frequency

tuned to the He3 minority resonance near the plasma center ( ̃  53MHz). PTRANSP uses the Monte

§PTRANSP results could be fed back into TSC for further iteration, but this was not done for the simulations in PR08.
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Carlo code NUBEAM [151] to model alpha particle heating, neutral beam heating, fuelling, torque,

and current drive, and can model situations where the NNBI plasma footprint is displaced vertically

from the magnetic axis. ICRH modelling assumed a coupling to He3 minority ions (the assumed

He3 density nHe is nHe/ne = 2-3%) and uses the SPRUCE module [152]. Impurities were assumed

to consist of beryllium and argon: nBe/ne = 2% and nAr/ne = 0.12%. Helium ash accumulation was

modelled by computing the alpha particle thermalisation rate and with assumed values for the

particle diffusivity, pinch velocity, and recycling coefficient for He. Plasma rotation was modelled

by assuming a fixed value of the ratio of the angular momentum to ion energy effective diffusivities,
χφ /χi. Sawtooth mixing of current and fast ions was modelled using a modification of the Kadomtsev

model [132], and this significantly affected the q-profiles and the distributions of fast ions (both

beam ions and fusion alpha particles).

The first two plasmas in Table A1 (Pulse No’s: 10010100 and 10020100) are H-mode simulations,

where the electron density profile was assumed to be flat and to ramp up to a steady state Greenwald

fraction of 0.8. The normalised pressure parameter, βN, was 1.80: sufficiently low that neoclassical

tearing modes should not be expected to degrade energy confinement.

The next four plasmas in Table A1 (Pulse No’s: 20010100, 20020100, 20030100, 20040100) are

hybrid discharges with lower Ip, higher bootstrap current and higher βN (ranging from 2.1 to 3.1).

Higher pedestal temperatures  ˜ 10keV were assumed in the hybrid simulations, but modelled

temperature profiles were similar to those in H-mode. One key characteristic of hybrid plasmas is

that the central q-profile remains close to or slightly above one, which helps avoid confinement

degradation due to neoclassical tearing modes. Large sawteeth would be expected if qmin were to

drop sufficiently below one, but PTRANSP simulations suggest that below-axis NNBI can delay

this for at least 500s [54].

Density profile peaking on ITER is uncertain, but experiments have found that density profiles

become more peaked as the normalised collisionality v* reduces towards the ITER value [153]. In

two of the hybrid ITER plasmas where peaked density profiles were assumed (Pulse No’s: 20030100

and 20040100), PTRANSP simulations with the GLF23 model predicted reduced fusion power due

to increased transport from trapped particle modes.

APPENDIX A.2. ASTRA SIMULATIONS OF ELMY H-MODE AND HYBRID SCENARIOS

Transport models, with confinement times guided by the H-mode scaling law τIPB98,y2 [1], were

used for the assessment of plasma performance in the inductive ITER baseline scenario (with βN <

2.5, n/nG < 1, q95 ̃  3, and with impurity concentrations consistent with Zeff < 2) [154–156]. In these

simulations, transport coefficients were scaled to enhance the modelled energy confinement time

by a prescribed factor H98y2 over the scaling law, such that τE = H98y2 τIPB98,y2. Radial transport

equations for temperatures of electrons and ions, densities of electrons and helium, toroidal rotation

and poloidal magnetic flux, were solved in the plasma core and pedestal regions. Core transport

coefficients were scaled by a constant factor to ensure H98y2 = 1 for the inductive scenario, and to
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achieve Q = 5 in long pulse operation. The H-mode pedestal width was taken from the model of

reference [157]. Electron source Se contributions from edge gas puffing, pellet and NBI were

computed. The diffusion equation for poloidal magnetic flux included the sources from bootstrap

current jbs [158] and externally driven currents jCD. When q0 fell below 1 sawteeth were modelled

by flattening plasma temperature, density and current profiles in the region r < 1.4 rq=1. Simulations

with this simple integrated model of transport and sawteeth demonstrated reasonable agreement

with experimental data from improved confinement regimes [156], and with predictions for ITER

scenarios using more sophisticated transport models [159]. Helium source contributions were

calculated from fusion reactions and from ionisation of the He influx from the boundary. Densities

of other impurity species were taken as fixed fractions of the electron density. The beryllium

concentration was taken as nBe/ne = 0.02. Argon impurities were prescribed to provide safe divertor

operation with an acceptable power loss through the separatrix (Ploss < 110MW), and to moderate

the peaking of plasma pressure to give stable operation below the ideal wall limit in long pulses

with an ITB [155]. Effective impurity charges were determined using the coronal equilibrium model

[160], and fuel densities nD and nT were forced to be consistent with quasineutrality. Modelling of

long pulse and steady state scenarios used the transport model described, with the following additional

ingredient to describe ITBs: in low or reversed magnetic shear regions all transport coefficients

were reduced to the neoclassical ion heat diffusivity [1, 154]. ASTRA [10] was used with the above

transport models to assess various ITER scenarios.

Simulations of ITER inductive reference scenarios 2, 3 and 5 from [144], first carried out using

the PRETOR code [161], were reproduced using ASTRA [162] and included in PR08 as ITER

Pulse No’s: 10020201, 10030201 and 10050201 respectively. Relatively high values for the pedestal

density (6 × 1019m-3) and edge temperature (1keV) were assumed, and the argon impurity fraction

nAr/ne was taken as 0.12%. In ASTRA NBI was calculated using a single off-axis pencil beam PNBI

= 33MW, and central RF heating was simulated using a parabolic power density profile with heating

divided equally between ions and electrons.

Recent progress in integrated modelling has improved on the original PRETOR ITER baseline

scenario simulations. Boundary conditions at the separatrix are calculated self-consistently by using

the B2-Eirene code [163] to compute heat and particle transport in the scrape-off-layer and divertor.

Integrating such simulations with core transport modelling allows neutral fuelling, impurity transport,

core density and temperature profile evolution, and the losses of heat and particles to be calculated

self-consistently [164]. Such calculations predict that: core fuelling from edge neutrals saturates at

a low level SDT,core < 1022 atoms/s, ne
ped ˜ 3-4×1019 m-3, Te

ped ˜ 200eV, the He atomic influx is

50% of the outflux, fusion power Pfus = 400-500MW, and Ploss < 100-110MW. Inductive baseline

reference scenarios were calculated with ASTRA, using B2-Eirene data for edge fuelling and with

sufficient pellet core fuelling to reach the design density [165]. These are included in PR08 Pulse

No’s: 10020202 and 10020203.

PR08 Pulse No’s: 20040201 [155] and 20040202 [166] are ASTRA simulations of the steady
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state reference scenario 4 from [144], using: boundary conditions from B2-Eirene; helium transport;

and realistic NBI with (PNBI = 34MW). In Pulse No: 20040201 LHCD was prescribed with a simple

model, while in Pulse No: 20040202 ECCD and LHCD were calculated with the OGRAY [167]

and FRTC [168] codes respectively. These latter models demonstrated good agreement with more

sophisticated ITER current drive simulations [169, 170].

APPENDIX A.3. CRONOS SIMULATIONS OF HYBRID SCENARIOS

The simulations carried out with the CRONOS code [112], were for the hybrid scenarios that were

described in [56]. These simulations were performed with two different values of the plasma current

(Ip = 11.3MA and Ip = 13MA), and various transport models were assumed [56]: in Pulse No’s:

20120300, 20310300, 20350300, 20390300, 20410300, 20140300 and 20370300 the assumed

thermal diffusivities had a radial profile shape ∝  q2 √ T|∇ p|/ne and were normalised to fit scaling

expressions for the global confinement, Pulse No: 20380300 used the GLF23 model in the region

0.3 < ρ < 0.8. Simulations Pulse No: 20140300 and Pulse No: 20370300 demonstrated the impact

of off-axis Lower Hybrid current drive, where the appearance of the q = 1 surface in the plasma was

significantly delayed. Further details on these simulations are available in [56].
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Table 1. This table lists by machine the experimental discharges in PR08 that were not included in PR98,
and provides brief descriptions for each discharge. PR08 also includes simulations of ITER scenarios

(described in Appendix A) and discharges from PR98, which have previously been detailed in [5].

Figure 1: (a) Main branches of PR08 MDSplus tree structure are shown, along with some of the PR08 variables.
(b) Main functions of the PR08 server.
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Figure 2: The lefthand plot shows a screenshot from a web-based IPRED search to find the highest plasma current
JET discharges in PR08, while the righthand figure shows the search results. (NB, the current direction is such that IP
is usually negative in JET discharges.)

Figure 3. Screenshot of ntcdata plots showing PFUSION (Wm-3) as a function of time (s) from TFTR Pulse No: 80539
(left), JET Pulse No’s: 42976 (middle) and 42762 (right).
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Table A1. Some key parameters from the ITER scenario simulations that are included in PR08. The shot numbers
are of the form: ”sdddmmrr”, where s flags the scenario (s= 1 for Elmy H-mode, 2 for hybrid) and 3 for steady

state, ddd is a discharge label within a specific scenario, mm denotes the modeller (01=Robert Budny, 02=Alexei
Polevoi, 03=Frederic Imbeaux), and rr is a run number index starting from zero (00, 01, 02, ...,98, 99).
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Figure 4. This ntcdata screenshot illustrates the ion (left) and electron (right) temperature profiles (keV) as
functions of the normalised flux label   from a well developed box-like ITB in JT-60U Pulse No: 39056
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